


“I Speak English; I learn it from a book”
Authenticity and technology in the language 

classroom 



WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

GET USED TO SOMETHING

V

USED TO DO SOMETHING

V

WOULD DO SOMETHING









Menu

 Authentic viewing with 
lower level learners 

 Authentic viewing with 
higher level learners

 Authentic viewing for 
language development

 Going beyond 
authentic viewing



Authenticity (n,u)

The quality of 
being real or true

Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English 5th

Edition



Authentic…

… Contexts

… Materials

...Language

… Experiences

The things we talk about in 
everyday life

The things we read, watch, 
listen to and interact with in 
everyday life

The language that people 
really use

The feelings or results we gain 
from the above



A SAMPLE LISTENING

PRE-LISTENING
Artificial Intelligence
Since Turing first wrote his seminal 1950 paper “Computing 
Machinery and Intelligence” , people have been thinking about 
machines that have the ability to think and interact like humans. 
Now we are getting closer to making that a reality with machines 
that can interact intelligently with their environment. The 
question remains though whether we can ever get machines to 
feel in the same way as humans.

Discuss the following questions in pairs:

What would be the economic effects of having cheap A.I. labour?
Where can you find A.I. systems in use at the moment?
What would you like a computer to do for you?
How important do you think A.I. systems will be in the future?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing_Machinery_and_Intelligence


WHILE LISTENING answer the questions

What is Headsqueeze
attempting to do?

What did IBM try to do in 
2009?

Who founded Intel?

What is his theory?

What is meant by ‘the 
singularity’?

When do some theorists think 
it will happen?

What four capabilities would 
true A.I need?

What is meant by “uncanny 
valley”?



POST-LISTENING

Complete the questions below with the following words 
from the video, then answer them with a partner:

tackle     baffling      dextrous           genuinely       
roughly      subscribe   engage       repulsive

1. What do you ________ believe would happen if all the EU 
money ran out?

2. Are there any substances you find ____________? (food or 
otherwise?)

3. How often do you _______ in some form of physical activity?
4. What do you find one of the most _______ questions to 

answer in your field?
5. Which magazines or journals do you ________ to?
6. Would you describe yourself as reasonably ________?
7. ________, how much time did you spend working last week?
8. What problem areas (outside your own field) would you like 

to _____?



Authentic 
viewing with 
lower level 
learners

Providing  models 
for speaking 
activities







a) Put some flour into a washing up 
bowl

b) Cook for about three or four minutes

c) Stir the fish around in some oil

d) Put in some fish

e) Squeeze some lime over the fish

f) Drop the fish in the pan

g) Add salt and spices

h) Turn the fish over
Rick Stein



a) Put some flour 
into a washing 
up bowl

b) Cook for about 
three or four 
minutes

c) Stir the fish 
around in some 
oil

d) Put in some fish

e) Squeeze some 
lime over the 
fish

f) Drop the fish in 
the pan

g) Add salt and 
spices

h) Turn the fish 
over



a) Put some flour into a washing up bowl

g)  Add salt and spices

d)  Put in some fish

f)   Drop the fish in the pan

c)  Stir the fish around in some oil

b)  Cook for about three or four  minutes

h)  Turn the fish over

e)  Squeeze some lime over the fish



• Viewing backwards

• Mime

• How often

• Colours

• Differences 











Developing 
speaking skills



Developing 
writing skills



Authentic 
viewing with 
higher level 
learners

Focus on discourse 
and structure



The Paired contrast:

“We have never been just a 
collection of individuals, but we 
are and always will be the United 
States.”

Barack Obama

Spoken discourse…   



The Run of Three:

“Doing what you know is 
right is the way to  pride, 
self esteem and personal 
satisfaction.”

Margaret Thatcher

Spoken discourse









Pairs:

•A hero today, but where did it all start?

•My cart feels powerful when I’m in it, but 
imagine being in an F1 car!

•Before, I was just a driver, but now everything 
has changed.



Threes:
•A model, celebrity and winner…

•Speed on the track, money in the bank, fame 
and glory…

•I feel so passionate about his story, his 
progression and the impact he’s made on 
Formula 1.

•Formula 3 is fast, dangerous and full of young 
ambitious drivers.  





Graded tasks



Authentic 
viewing for 
language 
development

Grammar practice



Describing Actions

Long actions: Present 
continuous

They’re walking in the 
garden

Short actions: Present 
perfect

She’s just fallen off her 
bike





L.O.

R.U.B.C.?

S.V.R.B.C

L.O.  L.O.  L.O.  L.O

F.U.N.E.X.?

S.V.F.X.

F.U.N.E.M.?

9

I.F.C.D.M.

V.F.N.10.E.M.

A.V.F.M

R.

O.

C.D.M.

O.S.V.F.M.

O.K.M.N.X.

M.N.X.

F.U.N.E.T.

1.T?   1.T

O.K.M.X.N.T

M.X.N.T.4.1

V.F.N.10.E.X.

U.Z.U.F.X.

Y.F.N.U.N.E.X.?

I.F.E.10.M.









Sound and Pictures

• One group is behind the screen, the other in front. 

• Play a sequence

• Regroup the class into pairs 

• The students who have only heard have to guess 
what was seen

• Partners tells them if they are right or not. 

• Play again to check.





What Happens Next?



• What has just happened?

• Voice overs.

• Translation.

• Subtitles jumble.

• Paper the screen.

• Fill the gap.

• Half a screen



Think about what you want learners to achieve 
LINGUISTICALLY

Provide a task – learners can watch videos at home for 
‘general’ language development.

Grade the tasks to suit the level of the learners

Use an appropriate receptive skills procedure as you 
would a reading or listening

Use DVDs to prompt production of language

Less is more! 

DVD - points to bear in mind



Going beyond 
authentic 
viewing

Podcasts





What’s your most 
annoying habit?













Thanks and Happy Teaching!

Phil Warwick


